Abstract: Vehicular traffic modeling, analysis and supervision has became in the last year very attractive both for engineers and mathematicians with the aim of understanding, controlling and forecasting traffic phenomena. In this framework, the use of simulation tools has spread rapidly both to adequately perform the design of a road infrastructure, and as a support to simulate and verify the road infrastructure. Currently available simulators are in general closed systems where designers have no access to the implemented models, do not permit the integration of macroscopic and microscopic models together and are usually separated from design and verification tools. This paper presents a preliminary study on how to fill these gaps by using a modular model building approach. The developed elementary traffic models have been implemented into Matlab/Simulink environment and collected into a sort of library. The approach has been tested and validated using a real scenario and the available traffic measurements.
INTRODUCTION
The study of vehicular traffic has received a large interest starting from the previous century, and it is nowadays a very hot topic. It has been studied by engineers and mathematicians with the aim of understanding, controlling and forecasting its behavior. In order to forecast and control the vehicular traffic, for the final achievement of its optimization, we need mathematical models to represents the behavior of the vehicles. A large number of micro and macroscopic simulators are available on the market (see Algers et al. (1997) ).
Several models are reasonably well-established and exhibit robust and reliable performance for many application needs. However, representation of several important traffic phenomena remains lacking-mirroring gaps in underlying theories and models. Emerging uses and applications bring new challenges for research and practice. Between them we could remember: pedestrian and crowd models, transit terminals, integrated facilities, stronger coupling with design/optimization, real-time application/integration with control.
Traffic models can be classified as microscopic, mesoscopic and macroscopic. The functionality of the microscopic simulation models (see Newell (2002) and Ahmed et al. (1996) ) is more general than the macroscopic models ⋆ Corresponding author: Dr. Andrea Paoli (see Papageorgiou et al. (1990a) and Papageorgiou et al. (1990b) ). In part this is because the microscopic models were developed as general transportation modeling tool that can be applied to various situations. While some of the macroscopic tools are used for more general travel demand forecasting and regional modeling, the microscopic tools were designed to provide very detailed calculations on a vehicle-by-vehicle basis. However, these tools require a large amount of baseline data in order to generate the results. Microscopic tools are useful in corridor-level analysis while the ability to calibrate such a model at the regional level is exceptionally challenging. Macroscopic models are designed to analyze an entire region thus their ability to provide region-wide impacts are better.
The aim of this work is to show the advantages of modular model building for transport systems. At the same time the proposed modeling framework should allow to mix together microscopic models such as particle based simulation, mesoscopic simulation like Cellular Automata and macroscopic simulation models.
Compared to the traditional transportation simulation tools, already developed, this "mixed modular approach" offers some further improvements, including:
• the possibility to mix together different scenarios and different type of simulation and to use the more robust and reliable model for each application; • a lightening of the models, which is significant in case of application on very wide road network and for real-time application; • a further increase in terms of scalability and modularity; • some saving in terms of time, due to the easy way to build the road network model.
Building a model with mixed micro and macroscopic dynamics is an important feature considering the needs of simulating and analyzing large traffic networks with different level of details; an example can be a dangerous crossing that must be evaluated with microscopic simulation in order to evaluate its safety level and whose model is fed with a traffic flow generated by a complex network simulated with macroscopic dynamics. Our methodology let to use macroscopic models for the part of road network where only information about flow and average speeds are significant and to connect these models to microscopic models where is fundamental to describe the interaction between the different component of the traffic (see Kachroudi and Bhouri (2008) (Saccomanno and Haastrup (2002) ) and urban freeways (Konovov et al. (2008) ) and implement specific rules for them. Our new approach is also suitable for the study of active traffic management. It would be used for dynamically managing and controlling traffic based on prevailing conditions.
MACROSCOPIC MODULAR MODELING OF TRAFFIC SYSTEMS

A real scenario
In order to describe and validate the proposed model, we considered a real scenario composed by two intersections located on urban roads in the town of Bondeno (Ferrara), Italy (see Fig. 1 ). Intersection 1 is signalized and fourlegged, while intersection 2 is a three-legged priority junction. The major and minor road approaches are indicated in Tab. 1, while the principal features are summarized in Tab. 2. To analyze the route of the vehicles in the intersections, two cameras were used. More details on the considered scenario can be found in Simone et al. (2007) .
The model library and the modular model
In order to model the real scenario just presented, we represent the traffic network as in the scheme depicted in Fig. 2 . We consider each road made by one lane; in proximity of an intersection, if the left turn is possible, the lane doubles in order to divide the flow of the vehicles that intend to turn left from the flow of vehicles that will continue straight on the road or that will turn right. As previously described the first intersection is managed by a traffic light, while the second intersection is supervised by priority rules of the major roads with respect to the minor roads.
The traffic light has been approximated with four different phases, without considering the yellow light; in Tab. 3 the meaning of each phases is described with the information about the duration of each phase. The behavior of the traffic light has been considered cyclic.
The priority rules that govern the second intersection are very simples and based on the fact that a vehicle coming from a minor road can get onto a major road only if the vehicle flows of all the major roads it is going to cross are sufficiently low (see Tab. 4). Considering these approximations, the considered traffic network topology can be modeled as the graph depicted in Fig. 3 where the nodes can be partitioned in four different classes: nodes from which the the vehicle flow originates ( ), nodes in which the vehicle flow splits in two ( ), nodes in which different flows merge ( ), destination nodes that acts as sinks for the flow ( ). Flow split nodes can be used to model vehicle lane changes or vehicle turns and are characterized by a parameter λ that indicates the ratio between the two outflows. Flow sum nodes are considered implemented so that the sum of the inflows do not saturate the capacity of the outflow link. Edges represents the traffic system links; the vehicular flow propagates from one edge to another according two different rules: (i) the outflow from one link cannot be greater than the admissible inflow for the downstream link; (ii) the outflow from one link can be zeroed by logical signals representing traffic lights or priority rules.
According to this, it is possible to figure out a library of elementary models as depicted in Fig. 4 (Fig. 4 (a) ) which represents the rules of traffic evolution within a link. The inputs for this model are the inflow, the information on the downstream link actual capacity used to constraints the outflow according to rule (i) and a logic signal used to implement rule (ii). The outputs of the block are the outflow and the status of the queue in the link which gives information on its actual inflow capacity. The dynamics of the flow are computed according to macroscopic or microscopic rules depending on the physical quantities we need to simulate and analyze. The Flow generator block (Fig. 4 (b) ) models a mechanism of flow generation which, again must depend from rule (i); note the input on the downstream link actual capacity used to constraints the generated flow. The flow generator is used to model the traffic sources outside the boundary of the considered network. The Flow sink (Fig. 4  (c) ) is simply an infinite capacity sink for vehicular flows used to model the destinations outside the boundary of the network. The Flow splitter block (Fig. 4 (d) ) is used to model an incoming flow that split in two outcoming flows with a given ration specified by the parameter λ. This block is interconnected with an origin link, that generates the incoming flow according to the capacity of the splitter measured by the queue state output , and with two downstream links that are the destination of the two outflows; again the two outflows are generated according to rule (i) thanks to the two inputs that measure the downstream links actual capacity. Finally a logical input can used to implement rule (ii) on the outflows. The n-phases traffic light block models a non actuated traffic light that generates a n-phases green light logical signal according to a specified temporal rule. The Priority rules block generates the logical signal that allows a flow to merge with a major priority one testing the flow level on the major legs crossed; it basically implement rule (ii).
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Fig. 5. An example of model building
It is fundamental to stress that thanks to the mechanism of outflow generation governed by rule (i), it is possible to simply sum the flow that merges into a given link without worrying about the possibility of saturating the destination link capacity. Moreover all the discussion hold both if the dynamics of the flow are computed according to macroscopic or microscopic rules.
In Fig. 5 a simple example of model building using the library is presented. The traffic network is a straight road composed by two links; the vehicles move from one link to the other according to the rules defined by a traffic light. The model is obtained by composing two link dynamics blocks with a traffic light block; note the feedback from the queue status output of the downstream link that is used by the upstream link to generate the outflow according to rule (i).
The macroscopic flow dynamics
As already stated in previous sections, we are interested in simulating the macroscopic dynamics of a vehicular traffic network, hence the elementary model behind each link is a fluid dynamics model. In this work we've been inspired by the queue-based link model introduced in Ciccia et al. (2007) . Following this approach a link can be modeled as a pipe whose length is decomposed in two sections: the running section and the queue section (see Fig. 6 ). Vehicles moving in the running section are characterized by a mean speed v(k), vehicles in the queue section are characterized by a very low (almost null) constant speed v min . The running section is characterized by a vehicle density ρ r (k), while the queue section has a vehicle density ρ max . We denote with q in (k) the vehicle input flow and with q out (k) the output flow from the link.
In case the link has just a running section, the discrete time evolution of the total number of vehicles n(k) in the link is
where T is the time unit. If this is the case, the number of vehicles in the queue section n q (k) is null; a queue appears 
where the potential outflow can be computed as
and L is the length of the link, while τ(k) is the estimated link travel time that will be defined later. Once the queue section appears (n q (k) 0), the dynamics of n q (k) becomes: (4) the term ρ(k)v(k) represents the flow of vehicles from the running to the queue section. The number of vehicle in the running section can be obtained simply as n r (k) = n(k) − n q (k). Considering these dynamics the length of the two sections ℓ q (k) and ℓ r (k) can be computed as:
while total density of the link and the density of the running section can be defined as 
The mean speed of vehicles in the running section depends from the density ρ ( k) as follows:
where a and b are characteristic parameters of the link to be suitably tuned on the basis of the application experience to fit the traffic data collected on the field and ρ min is the minimum density of the link: if ρ(k) < ρ min cars speed is equal to v max . It is now possible to define the estimated link travel time as:
We have now to compute the outflow from the j-th link q out, j (k). This outflow is the inflow for the ( j + 1)-th link and therefore depends on the potential outflow from the j-th link q where q out, j is a virtual maximum admissible outflow which is null in case the traffic light is red, while is infinite in case the traffic light is red.
In case of link with split flow, we used a parameter λ to model the percentage of flow that follows a given directions, moreover two outflows have to be generated. In any case the obtained model comes from a bare and simple adaptation of the presented one and has not been reported here for the sake of brevity.
MODEL VALIDATION
The presented library has been implemented using Matlab and Simulink. Using the implemented library we have built the total model for the real scenario and we have simulated it using a sample time equal to 1 s. In order to test the effectiveness of the model, we have compared the simulation results with the available real data both on a hourly time-scale and on a daily time-scale.
In Tab. 5 and Tab. 6 the maximum percentage error on the number of vehicles per hour considering 9 different time slots from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m have been reported for intersection 1 and 2 respectively. The maximum error can be estimated in absolute value as 5.21% and can be attributed to the simplification considered in modeling the system as the number of lanes and the traffic light dynamics that do not consider the yellow light. In Tab. 7 and Tab. 8 the maximum percentage error on the number of vehicles per day is shown both for intersection 1 and 2. In this case the maximum error in absolute value is 4.52%. Finally in Fig. 8 the trend of the number of vehicles for the five different destinations of the network are depicted for a time slots from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m; the available data per hour turns out to be superimposed.
DISCUSSION AND FINAL REMARKS
In this paper we have presented a modular model building approach for vehicular traffic modeling and analysis. The outcome of the modeling procedure is a library of elementary models that can be easily interconnected to model complex traffic networks. Each elementary model can evolve both according to microscopic or macroscopic dynamics; in this paper we focused just on macroscopic models, but the method can be easily extended to microscopic ones.
The elementary models have been collected into a library developed in Matlab/Simulink. The approach has been tested and validated using a real scenario and the available traffic measurements. The application to a real scenario has shown that is possible to implement a set of methods and procedures for evaluating multimodal performance of traffic facilities in terms of operational measures and Level of Service (LOS) indicators.
Besides this, the main advantage of implementing the model in Matlab/Simulink environment is to have a mathematical core where the model is implemented, and, in the same environment, a set of toolboxes for optimization techniques and advanced control techniques. In this way the designed model can be profitably used to design and validate active control strategy on vehicular traffic and to address optimization problems on traffic lights cycles or on the geometry characteristics of roads to minimize traffic jams. To this aim our feeling is that active control techniques based on agent model and predictive control (see Negenborn et al. (2008) and Popov et al. (2008) ) can be profitably applied to the proposed models.
Finally in Matlab/Simulink environment it is also possible to deal with the next level of transportation simulation: to step down to the ground and drive in the traffic stream. The integrated scenario with microscopic/nanoscopic simulation represents the next step for the proactive road safety planning (Sayed et al. (2010) ) and for the collision prediction and analysis (Saunier et al. (2007) ).
